
Chapter 2 
2. Problem Statement 

Rope climbing is a sport in which competitors, usually men. attempt to climb up a 

suspended vertical rope using only their hands. Not only as a sport. but also rope 

climbing is done for various other activities as well. Based on the experience human 

have gained. they have moved into construction of rope climbing machines and rope 

climbing robots. Different between ropes climbing iSJachines and rope climbing robots 

are. machines arc used to help people to climb ropes and robot are able to climb a 

rope their own. Climbing machines should control by a human and they have to usc 

them to simplify their climbing work. Further moving to robot developments people 

have tried to construct robot that can climb automatically or semi-automatically. 

DiiTcrent types of rope climbing robots have being constructed and they are having 

their ovvn advantages and disadvantages. Wheeled robots, legged robots. crawling 

type robots. brachalion type robots and hybrid robots with the combinations of above 

techniques are widely used in robotics developments. In rope climbing robots context 

different kind of wheeled robots arc heavily used. Legged robots and brachalion 

robots are also play major role in rope climbing robot developments. With compare to 

the wheeled robots. legged robots are little slower. But wheeled robots always 

expected to have smooth ropes and they can be applied to predefined set of rope types 

only. Legged robots can be designed to have more generic than wheeled robots and 

they have more degrees of freedom. Also legged robots can be moved on the rope 

little steadily than wheeled robots and they can carry a weight on it smoothly. 

In rope climbing robot context there are few limitations that designers can not totally 

eliminate. Basically any rope climbing robot design highly depends on the nature of 

the rope. The size of the rope, stiffness, roughness, whether the rope is shaking or 

steady. rope orientation and many other factors arc there to consider when design a 

rope climbing robot. Different controller mechanisms might be needed when robot 

moving upvvard, downward and carrying a weight with it. Also rope climbing robot 

design should address how it works when some obstacles present on the rope. 
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2.1. Research Objectives 

Design a Low Cost Multipurpose Rope Climbing Robot 

This research is intended to design and constructing a rope climbing robot for general 

purposes. The robot is planned to have four legs and four grippers. Each leg and grip 

pair is having two degrees of freedom. The entire robot will have eight degrees of 

freedom. All joints are rotary joints and robot will move forward and backward using 

leg rotary joints. Grippers are not designed for specific type of ropes and generally it 

\\ill try to grip any rope that can wrap by the gripper~ At any given time at least two 

legs are steadily grip the rope and each leg functions individually. This method will 

make sure to have the robot move on a rope very steadily and smoothly. The robot 

design is expected to have low complex as possible to minimize the overall 

construction cost and maintenance cost. The low cost robots designs lead them to be 

used in \'arious practical applications, without restricting robot researches into 

laboratories. 

Design Kinematics and Dynamic model for rope climbing robot 

Before construct robot prototype. kinematics and dynamic model arc planned to 

prepare for further analyze research robot design. By doing a kinematics analysis tries 

to decide the minimum degrees of freedom needed to climb up a rope with a sag. 

Simulate rope climbing robot and analyze the stability of the design 

Based on the dynamic modeL simulation is planned to carry for further analysis of the 

stability of the system. In this simulation, study how Gravitational force is 

apportioned to each motor torque for static stability. Also plane to analyze any friction 

coefficient for viscous friction. 

Construct a rope climbing robot prototype 

Upon successful completion of dynamic simulation of the robot design. it is planned 

to construct a proposed rope climbing robot prototype. This prototype will construct 

using 8 servo motors and micro-controller based control system. Each leg can operate 

separately for individual leg movements and to move robot forward and backward all 

lour legs can operate simultaneously. 
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Further analyze of practical usages of the robot in Sri Lankan and International 

context 

Also the research is aimed at analyzing further possible usages of the proposed robot 

in Sri Lankan and International context. Already it was identified that the proposed 

robot can be used for rescue operations, military operations since the robot climbs 

rope very steadily and smoothly. Also it is possible to apply proposed rope climbing 

robot in various other scenarios. Final objective of the research is to identify possible 

applications and if there any alterations required plan for them . 
.. 

2.2. Facilities 

Required knovvledgc is gained by referring related books and the Internet to move 

forv .. ard on the research topic. Internet has been heavily used to seck information on 

previously published articles on the topic. Required hardware components are planned 

to find from the local retail hardware shops and on-line e-commcrce centers. 

Additional hardware materials for robot construction such as skeleton of robot boch is 

planned to construct manually by using aluminum and wood materials. for the 

dynamic simulation of the robot design, it is planned to prepare mathematical model 

of the system based on the lecture notes of control system subjects of the degree 

program. 

2.3. Feasibility 

Required knowledge is gained by using various resources as discussed in prev1ous 

topic. Prior to the physical construction of robot, dynamic model is prepared and do 

the simulation to check the stability of the proposed robot system. Based on the 

results of the simulation. it is planned to fine tune the design and proceed to physical 

construction of the robot. Servo motors, sensor devices and control circuit 

components arc needed to purchase. Required software components arc planned to be 

developed using free and open source software packages. 
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The proposed robot will be a four legs multi-locomotion rope climbing robot. The 

design is specially emphasis on reduce the overall implementation cost of the robot 

for higher usage of the practical situations. The prototype will be constructed to 

demonstrate the idea and completeness of the project. 

"' 
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